Pass Creek Yurt – Mountain Bike Guide
* Please Read *
I suggest you always carry a copy of the complete PCY riding map for reference when
you are riding. Using a ride-timer and a cyclometer are critical.
I have selected several rides and there are specific maps and directions for those rides, but
there are many options.
Be prepared for changes in weather. At this altitude in the Rocky Mountains things can
change rapidly.
If you are unfamiliar with riding the CDT, remember the comments that I wrote in the
PCY Introduction on the website. It is a high altitude, challenging, singletrack with a fair
amount of exposure and sections where there is side-hilling on steep slopes. It does take
some skills and is not for the novice. However, the rewards are substantial.
Do not descend below the CDT unless you want a major effort to come back up to the
CDT as everything is brutally steep. This includes the Silver Creek Trail. The map also
shows a trail at Bonito Pass that descends to the McCormick Cabin. This trail is nonexistent.
There are five different access points to the CDT from the PCY: the top of Wolf Creek
Pass, East Railroad Pass, Silver Pass, Bonito Pass, and the top of FR385. If you are riding
the CDT and are fatigued or caught in bad weather, you may be able to use one of these
access points to shorten your journey back to the PCY. The access at Silver Pass is
obscure. From the CDT descend the contour headed northeast and stay left of the creek.
You will reach the 388 Road in several minutes. Use the map.
Major intersections are marked on the map with a bold V shaped symbol. The distances
and ride times are marked between these points. The distances are to tenths/mile. Ride
times are marked with an arrow for the direction of travel. By comparing the two times
you can know if that direction is mostly climbing or mostly descending.
Remember distances and times are subjective. I measured the mileage with my
cyclometer and yours may vary. Ride times are relative to fitness and intensity of riding.
Use the maps for reference.
The Difficulty ratings for each ride are subjective. Any riding on the CDT I consider
Expert level, because it is a tricky singletrack. Many of the rides I rate Advanced can be
ridden by anyone. They are not very technical they are just tough due to climbing or
descending. There is not much flat around the PCY.
I used USGS 7.5 Minute Series Quadrangle maps for this project. They may contain
slight discrepancies compared to actual position. The USGS maps show Railroad Pass in

two different locations. For convenience, I have named them East and West Railroad
Pass.
All of my route descriptions start from the PCY, but you can vary rides and terrain by
driving to different starting points. There are many options. My routes are based on the
direction of travel that seemed to work the best, but they can be ridden in either direction.
Other suggested rides: Ride to Swale Lake for a picnic it is a nice spot. For singletrack
mania ride the CDT as far as you want towards Elwood Pass and then ride it back. There
is some hike-a-bike, but it is mostly great riding.
At the PCY if you want to hang-out with a big overlook. Ride the PCY road towards the
north for about five minutes and you will have a beautiful view.
Enjoy your ride!
Jerry Duran
Del Norte, Colorado

